
Not everyone enjoys

Fireworks!

8 tips to keep your dog calm
WALK YOUR DOG: Before dusk to tire them 
out

SHUT OUT THE OUTDOORS: Close blinds 
and curtains

CREATE A DEN: Make somewhere comfy and 
safe they can hide in

TRY CALMING PRODUCTS: For example the 
MPS-TOP Shirt or seek advice from your 
veterinary practice 

DROWN OUT THE NOISE: Turn up the radio 
or TV to mask the sound

KEEP THEM BUSY: Get your dog a new treat 
or toy, a frozen KONG might help!

SECURE ALL EXITS: In the home and garden, a 
scared dog may try to escape

ENSURE THEY HAVE AN I.D. TAG and 
microchip details are up to date in case of 
escape

It is believed by many experts that gentle constant 
pressure on the core of the dog has a dramatic 
calming e�ect if anxious, fearful or over-excited. 

Ask your vet about MPS-TOP Shirts

MEDICAL  PET  SHIRTS  EUROPE
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T: 01347 878697
F: 01347 878308
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Sheriff Hutton•York•YO60 6RZ
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Registered in England,
Company Number 4316591

E: sales@jakmarketing.co.uk
W: www.jakmarketing.co.uk

Marketing LtdJ.A.K

Code Size Chest Size Price 

02-6465 2XS 28 - 43cm £13.85

02-6470 XS 38 - 52cm £14.09

02-6475 S 48 - 68cm £14.56

02-6480 M 60 - 80cm £15.27

02-6485 L 72 - 92cm £16.64

02-6490 XL 78 - 100cm £17.06

02-6495 Starter Pack  XS, S, M & L £54.46

Code Size Chest Size Price 

02-6466 2XS 28 - 43cm  £15.36

02-6471 XS 38 - 52cm  £15.61

02-6476 S 48 - 68cm  £16.07

02-6481 M 60 - 80cm  £16.78

02-6486 L 72 - 92cm  £18.15

02-6491 XL 78 - 100cm  £18.58

MPS-TOP Shirt 4 in 1® (Blue) MPS-TOP Shirt 4 in 1® (Zebra)

MPS-TOP Shirt 4 in 1® 

An ideal solution for wound protection providing comfort after surgery whilst allowing freedom of movement. It can also be used for anxiety 
management.  Manufactured using a soft double layered cotton fabric around the body and breathable stretchy cotton/lycra with 
reinforced cotton bands on the front. The adjustable closure around the chest makes fitting effortless.

Applications:

•  Anxiety management:
  - Offers a gentle pressure around the chest thanks to the adjustable closure with an elasticated lower band;
   This pressure has a calming effect on most animals
  - Helps to reduce issues with barking, travel, fireworks or separation without the use of sedatives

•  Protection of wounds, bandages / in cases of skin diseases:
  -  Protects wounds and bandages specifically around the chest, shoulders and neck
  -  The open hole at shoulders may be used to pass an IV-Line
  -  Minimises injury to the skin due to scratching, licking or biting
  - Prevents medication being licked off the skin
  - Especially useful for procedures such as knee surgeries when combined with the MPS-HLS Hind Leg Sleeves

•  Attachment of MPS-HLS Hind Leg Sleeves (purchased separately):
  - Keeps hind leg sleeves firm in place with the integrated loops on the rear side

•  Device holder:
  - Closable pocket on back (size 12 x 9  x 3cm) to hold portable devices
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Size Guide: Chest Circumference


